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On the Propagation of Singularities of the
Solution of the Cauchy Problem
By

Yusaku HAMADA*

In this paper we consider the Cauchy problem for linear partial differential equation with holomorphic coefficients in complex domain.
We treat the case where the initial surface is non-characteristic and
the initial data have singularities along a regular surface on the initial
surface.
In Q2j we showed that, under the assumption that the characteristic
surfaces issuing from the points of singularity in the initial data are simple
and do not touch one another, the singularity in the initial data is propagated along these surfaces and if the initial data have at most poles (resp.
essential singularities), the solution in general has at most poles (resp.
essential singularities) and logarithmic singularities on these surfaces.
However, if an equation admits multiple characteristics, the behavior
of the solution is different from that of the case of simple characteristics.
For example we consider the Cauchy problem
( d2u

du

„

The solution u(x, y) is expressed in the form
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.
Thus, this example shows that although the initial data have pole, the
solution has essential singularity on the surface y = 0 which is double
characteristic.
However, if we impose a suitable condition on the lower order terms
of the differential equation, the behavior of the solution is similar to that
of the case of simple characteristics.
tion on the differential operator.

Now we impose E, E. Levis condiLet us recall that this condition was

imposed in the studies on the well-posedness for weakly hyperbolic equation
(cf. A. Lax pT], Mizohata-Ohya [8] and Matsuura [5J).
In this paper we shall give some results on these situations.
In the same way as pTj, our method relies essentially on the papers
of S. Mizohata |^6j and |JT]. We also refer to the results of D. Ludwig
Hf] and Carding, Kotake, Leray TlJ.
In the next section, we shall give the precise statement of our results.
I wish to express my sincere gratitude to Professor S. Mizohata for
his valuable advice and constant encouragement.

§ 1. Notations and Results
Let x = (%i, • • - , x-n) denote the point in the space of 7i-complex variables
n

C.

We also write x = (xi, xf\ xf = (x2<> • • • , xn) and x"— (^x^ • • - , xn).
Let a(x, ~fl-~) be a linear partial differential operator of the form

—}=
OX/

2 a (*)

\a\<m

dlal

O%i •••OXnn

where (X = (cxi, • • -, an) is /z-tuples of non-negative integers, | a \ =(Zi~\

\-OLH.

The coefficients aa(x) are supposed to be holomorphic in a neighborhood of ^ = 0.
We associate a(x, ~^~)

w tn tne

^

variables C = (Cij - - - 5 C») defined by

polynomial a(x,Q in the complex
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(C^Cr'-CS1-),

and denote by Pk(x, C) its homogeneous part of degree 7c:
ft(*,O=

2

!ai=&

OaWC",

then we have

In this paper we shall assume throughout that a w ,o J ...,o(^) = l3 which implies
that the surface xi = Q is non-characteristic for Pm(x, ~^y •
Our purpose is to consider the Cauchy problem :

(1.1)

^•^i

(0, x') = Wk(x')

for

k = Q, 1, • • - , in — 1,

where the initial data wk(x') (& = 0, 1, • • • , TTI —1) are holomorphic in a
neighborhood of #' = 0 except on the surface #2 — 0.
In treating this problem, we shall impose on the differential operator
/
9\
a( x. -^— ) the conditions due to Mizohata-Ohya7 T18"] and Matsuura |5 |.
\>axj
—'
'—'
That is, at first we require that the characteristic surfaces issuing from
the points of singularity of the initial data are at most double and their
multiplicities are independent of x.
In reality, we require more restrictive condition:
Condition (A). The decomposition
h

f> ( %• f\~- T~l (F

•Lm\-X'9 sy— 11 vsl
i —1

0

h

1 ( *.• f"\\^ TT (?*

^ z ' V ^ s s //

LI Vsl
i—1

a ( v- Fr\\

/-*A^5 s ))

holds for all x and C' in a neighborhood of j£ = 0 and ^' = (1, 0, • • - , 0).
Here A Z -(^, C) C^ = lj • • • ? ^i) ««« Ayv^? C) (7=::l3 • • • > ^2) ^^ holomorphic
for all x, C' i'w a neighborhood of jc = 0, C /== (1 5 0? - - - s 0)- Moreover, writTT

" i/

ff\

/ •

-I

7 \

7

/

ff\

/'I

7\

11

1 •

ing 2/(0; 1, 0, • • - , 0) = /lz- fi^J /*/0; 1, 0, • • - , 0) = /^y, we assume that /li,
• •-, A/j, /^i, • • - , /^/ 2 flr^ distinct.
Next, we impose condition (B) on the lower order terms.
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Condition (B).

For each j (/=!,

• • - , Zi) and for all x, £ in a

neighborhood of x = Q, C' — (1> 0, • • - , 0), it holds that

• d2Pm dlj
Now we can replace the above condition (A), (B) by the equivalent condition (C) defined by
Condition (C).

The differential

operator a(x, -* — j is expressed

orm :

(
V'

d

d
d
d
\ i (
V? (
Yf J
h x
Al x
-fcr \ > -9^)L ( > ~dx)\ + V' ~fa

where hi(x, C)3 ^2(^5 C) ore the homogeneous polynomials of degree li, 1% in
C3 whose coefficients

are holomorphic in a neighborhood of x = 0.

Moreover,

the roots of the equations hi (0; A, 1, 0, ..., 0) = 0, h2 (0; ju, 1, 0, ..., 0) = 0
are Af (i = l, ••-, Zi), jUj (j — 1, • • - , Z 2 ). b(x, C) and c(x, C) are any
polynomials of degree Zi + Z2 — 1 and at most m — 2 in C3 respectively.
In this paper, we use condition (C) instead of (A), (B) for the convenience of the calculus.
Now, as was shown in Q2], we can construct the characteristic surfaces
*}" (i = l, ..., /O, K? (/= 1, ..., IJ for /n(*, -^),
from xi = xz = Q.
f

13

Let ^-

and ^J

2)

A2(*. jy

issuing

be expressed by the equations

(j

^ ')(^) = 0 and </) \x) = Q where
/J^CO

&(/)(*')

) = ^2, - ( 0 ) = ^

The aggregation of ^^ D (i = l, • • - , Zi) and K^

and

-(0) = Ay.

(jf=l, • • - , Z 2 ) constitutes the

characteristic surfaces for Pm( x, ~^~) issuing from ^1 = ^2 = 0.
Then our assertion may be stated as follows
Theorem.

Assume that the differential

operator a(x, -~— ) satisfies
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condition (C). Then the solution u(x) of the Cauchy problem (1.1) is
analytic outside of K[l} W-- \JK(£\JK(? \J - •• \J K(% and generally has
singularities on K [v \J • • • \J K (fi \J K [2} \J • • • \J K (% . More precisely, provided
that the initial data have at most poles on x2 = Q, u(x) is expressed in
the form

where A(i\x), B(i\x), C(J\x\ D(J\x) and H(x) are holomorphic in a
neighborhood of x = 0 and p^ qj are non-negative integers.
If at least one of Wk(xf) (& = 0, 1, • • - , m — 1) has essential singularity,
u(x) is expressed in the form

III,

c

where A(ki}(x), B(l\x\ C(kJ}(x) and D(3^(x) are holomorphic in a neighborhood of # = 0.
Remark 1. As we see in the next section, when the initial conditions are given by
0, ^0=

(p: integer>0)

for the exponents pi (i = l, • • • , Zi), qj (j^l, • • • , ^2) we have
—h (y = l, • • - , Z 2 ).
Remark 2. The solution u(x) has not always singularities on all the
surfaces K? } (i = ! 9 • • - , Zi), Kf } (y = l, • • - , Z 2 ). There may occur that w(^)
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is analytic on some Kfl\
Remark 3.

Kf\

Condition (C) is a generalization of the condition by

A. Lax Q3J in the two dimensional space.

A. Lax's condition in complex

domain means that

a(X, y;

d

,

,d

where di = -~ — + Ai(x, y)~fi~, ^*(*3 y) (i = 13 • • • ? s), aVlitmm>Vs(x, y) are holomorphic in a neighborhood of (jt, y) = (0, 0) and /U(0, 0), ..., /l s (0, 0) are
distinct.
Remark 4.

In C3, we consider the differential operator af x, ^—j

d2
d2
= OXi
^~~2~zOXzOXs
—^—
with characteristic polynomial Ci £2^3l

The equation

C? —CzCs^O has double root Ci = 0 for (C23 Cs) : =(l 3 0), but this operator
does not satisfy condition (A).
We shall give a remark on this operator in Section 4.
Remark 5. From the theorem it follows that the solution u(x) is
either ramified logarithmically or never ramified around each of Kj1}
(i = l, 2, • • • ? Zi) and K(2)

(j = l, • • - , 1%).

However, unless operator

af x, -^—j satisfies condition (C), as we see in the following example where
the characteristic surfaces touch each other, a solution can be found that
is ramified finite times around a characteristic surface.
problem

92«

2

dx

du

,
has the solution u(x, y) in the form

The Cauchy
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which is ramified two times around y = 0.
Remark 6. We also remark the following:
Let hi(x, C)3 h2(x, C) be the homogeneous polynomials of degree Zi, 12
in C with holomorphic coefficients, and b(x, C)3 c(x, C) be any polynomials
of degree Zi + Z2 — 15 at most m — 2 in C with holomorphic coefficients.
Let S be a regular surface defined by (p(x} = 0 (($?#) ^VO) which is simple
characteristic for hiix, -~— J, but non-characteristic for h 2 ( x ^ ^ — )•
Now we consider the differential equation

where

d

bj

(*> ~d^

Then, we have the solution of this equation with singularity on S in the
form
for

s=V-l, -2, -

for

5 =-l,

-2, ...,

where HI(X\ HZ^OC) and H%(x) are holomorphic in a neighborhood of # = 0
and jHTi(0)=^0.
In the next section we shall construct the formal solution of our
problem.

Section 3 is devoted to the proof of its exactness.

In Section 4

we shall give a remark on the existence domain of the solution.
§ 2.

Construction of Formal Solution

Let a( x, -~— J be a linear differential operator satisfying condition
(C).

Our aim of this section is to construct the formal solution of the

Cauchy problem (1.1) in the case where the initial data have at most poles.
The principle of superposition allows us to reduce our problem to the
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special case as follows

(2.1)
with the initial conditions

(2.2)

where p is integer >0 and w(x"} is holomorphic function of #" = (#3, • •-, #„)
in a neighborhood of x"=Q.
Now, in order to construct the formal solution of (2.1) and (2.2), we
introduce the auxiliary functions fj(s) (j=—m, —m + 1, ...... ) satisfying
the following relations:

/oO)=

/i(»

log 5

= .S log 5 — 5

(2.3)

j—jn\"/

\

<*•/

v"

--/«

m

^La — x -[

•^

o

i

r _,

Zr

CC

a: integer>0.
In terms of these functions, we expand the formal solution u(x) of (2.1)
and (2.2) in the form
ll

°°

f=l

k=-p+h-l

12

°°

.

.

j=l k=-p+h

In the following we shall determine these coefficients u(k*\ v(^'}.
to do so, we shall repeatedly use Leibniz' formula

(2.5)

h(x,
\

-/-

\j & .

In order
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where La(a = 2, • ••, TTI) are differential operators of order a depending only
on the differential operator hi x, -^— j.
Now, substituting (2.4) into (2.1) and setting
(i

fk-m+z(<P ^

and /*_ w+ i(0

(y)

the coefficients of

) (k=—p + h — l, —p + h, • • • ) equal to zero,

we obtain the recursion formulas for u(j* and v ((kj}j }

(2.6)

L;^i^i
^E
a =Q

and

(2.7)

riioio

where

J^fo: are differential operators of order a.
We
(/=!,

note

that,

from

our

hypothesis (C), Ai(0; Ay, 1, 0, . . - ,

0)^0

• • - , ^2), ^2(0; A,-, 1,0, • • - , 0)=VO (£ = 1, • - . , Zi), and hence L 0 and

LQ do not vanish in a neighborhood of ^ = 0.
Now, we wish to rewrite (2.6) in a simpler form.

In order to do
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so, we introduce the well-known ordinary differential equation

with initial data A;i(0) = 0, xk($) = yu (k = 2, • ••, re). Let Xj = g(/\t,

j)

(y = l3 -•-, n} be the solution of this system, which defines the bicharacteristic curve for hi( x, -~—J and generates K j l } .
and X j = £ j i } ( t ,

y) (j=I,

2, • • - , n}, we define U(kt}(t, j):

U(k\t> y) = u ( h } ( £ i ) ( t , j) 3 - - - s ?n\t> j))

(2.9)

By composing u(^\x}

J~(j2 5 • • • } Jw)-

Then, evidently we have

duy} .
Therefore, we can rewrite (2.6) with k replaced by —p + h—l + k as
follows:
(2.10)

where jSfa are differential operators of order a with holomorphic coefficients
and a,i(t, y), &;(£, j) are holomorphic in a neighborhood of (z, y) = (0, 0).
In particular,
(2.11)
Thus, we see that i^^0 satisfies the second order differential equation along
bicharacteristic curve.
Next, we perform the same procedure for (2.7) as (2.6).
consider the ordinary differential equation

Namely, we

Solution of the Cauchy Problem
__
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dt

2

~~2
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^

'

*

with the initial data #i(0) = 0, #*(0) = y* (A = 2, .. -, n).

Let ^(J,

y)

(j'^1, 2, . . - , TZ) be the solution of this system and put

Then, we can rewrite (2.7) as follows

where J^Q, are differential operators of order a and c/£, j) is holomorphic
in a neighborhood of (t, j) = (0, 0). In particular,
(2.13)
In order to seek successively U(^l+h-l+k and V(l}p+h+k^ we must determine
/9/7<»"> 1+
the initial data J71';+»_1+4(0, 7),
'^" \0. j) and ^]+,,ft(0, j). This
is done by a consideration of the initial data (2.2).
0<a<m, — 1 the identity

dau

(2.14)

+

Indeed, we have for
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where we have denoted by the same notation %Jla (a=l,

2, . . • , m — 1) the

various differential operators of order a.

We note that these operators
/
d\
depend only on the differential operator a(x, -~— ) and so of course are
independent of k.

By substituting this into (2.2) and setting the coefficients

of f j ( x 2 ) (j=—p+h — m, ...... ) equal to zero, we obtain the simultaneous
a,. (i)
linear equation for ul'J +4+4 (0, *'),
"
The determinant that consists of the coefficients of these unknowns is

(2.15)

1,

0

1

0

ai,

1

a2

1

A=

a?'1,

(m-l)ar2, a?"1,

(m-l)a?- 2

1

0

<

2afl

1

...

1

f^,fH—\
/'___ I '\,xi/^~~2 /O'w—1
Qfli—1
a/,
S (in
—Ija^ ^, ^x , ••• /?,,

3

where

Now,

from the fact that al-(0) = ^f- (i = l, • • - , /i), ft-(0) = Ay (y = l, • • - , /
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these functions <2i(V), • • - , 0:^(3; ')> #i(*')> • • • > #/ 2 (#0 are distinct in a
neighborhood of #' = 0. Therefore this determinant J does not vanish in
a neighborhood of xf = Q. Hence, we get
(2.16)

z*^+*-i(0, *') = 0

i = l, -.., /i.

and

(2.17)

„!_%«), *') = ^(A, ;, *>(*")

where Ji, J23 ^3 are holomorphic in a neighborhood of x' = Q and depend
only on aix,-* — \ h and i, j.
flu

u(J>+h+k, »l%+4,

For general A;^13 we can express

(i}

-*+*+*"1 respectively in the form

±(0, »')

+

-?1,-1

Now, we wish to transform (2.16), (2.17), (2.18) into the expressions for
C/^ +/k+jk (0, y),

9U

~*g*+*~l(0> j), F^*+*(0, j).

At first, obviously (2.16),

(2.17) imply that
(2.19)

f/l^-iXO, y) = 0

(2.20)

f/-]+/z(0, j) = ^i

(2.21)

FL^ +jk (0, j) = Js

Taking account of (2.16) and (2.17), we also see that
(2.22)

dU

^:"~\0, r)
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l

*=2

Next, we pass to

"^^(O, y) (k^l).

5

*

dxa

x'=y

We have

dt

and so, combining this with (2.18), we find the following expression

(2.23)

y*-"-1^, j)= s sm^'

flTT(i)

/!

l/C

/" = !

+ y=i2 ^-=2
s
+ y=i
E £7=1
f
where TOa are differential operators of order a which consists of derivatives
with respect to t and j, and depend only on a( x, -~— J. Thus, we obtain
the expressions for U^p+h^(0, y), V^h+k(Q, j) and

ftjj(i)
'^'"'(O. j) in

the form
+,(0,

(2.24)

j)

Fy] +ft+ft (0, j)

+£ £
Summing up the results that we have obtained in this section, we
reach the following conclusion:
U-p+fi-i(t,

j) and V(J.p+h(t, j)

are obtained by solving the second
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equation (2.11) with the initial data (2.19),

(2.22) and the first order ordinary differential

equation (2.13) with the

initial data (2.21) respectively. Furthermore^ if we obtain U-p+h-1+k(t,

j),

(

V Jl+h+k(t, j) for & = 0, 1? -.•., k — 13 we can determine U-p+h-1+k(t, j)3
V(ip+h+k(t, j) by integrating the second order ordinary differential

equation

(2.10) with the initial data given by (2.24), the first order ordinary
differential

equation (2.12) with the initial data given by (2.24), respectively.
§ 3.

The Exactness of the Formal Solution

In this section, we shall prove the exactness of the formal solution
(2.4) constructed in the above section.
u(kt}

(

and v j/\

This is done by the estimates for

Such estimates are obtained from Propositions due to

Mizohata [6] and [7] (especially [7] §5).
Proposition 1.

Let a(x) and b(x} be two holomorphic functions.

We assume

where r and s are non negative integers.

Then we have the following

estimate :

We consider an ordinary differential operator with parameter

where the coefficients as(t, x) are holomorphic in a neighborhood of (0, 0)
and satisfy

Then we have
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Proposition 2.

Under the above condition, we consider the solution

u(t, x) of II[V]=/(J, x)
Assume that

with

initial data (D*tu) (0, *) = 0, 0 < s < Z — 1.

Then we have

where K(t)= exp (ZrO (1 + ^rO. 7^27, 0<p<-jg-.
Proposition 3.

Le< u(t, x) be the solution of the equation

with initial data

Once these propositions have been established, we can give estimates for
U(lp+h+k^l and V(lp+h+k by following lines of reasoning similar to that of
[2].
Since the coefficients a z -(£ 3 j), &,•(£, j) and cy(i, j) in the equations
(2.10) and (2.12) are holomorphic in a neighborhood of (0, 0), we can
assume that
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(3-D

with suitable constants 7 (!>27), p (<Tir).
Now, let us assume that w(j') in (2.2) satisfies
|S

(3.2)

where A— max |w(y')l and r is integer>l.
'\<p

Then we have for general

*D»yU^h.l+k(t, y)\

and

p""
with some constant B (>1) depending only on af x, -~—J.
We shall prove these estimates (P/0, (Qk) and (/#) by induction on k.
Let us start with k = Q. Since Ji, J2, ^3 in (2.20), (2.21), (2.22)
are holomorphic in a neighborhood of j^O, we can find a constant E such
that
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(3.3)

Hence, applying Proposition 1 to (2.20), (2.21) and (2.22), and taking account of (3.2) and (3.3), we get

(3.4)

)!
> (0, j) / o ^ O + k
M

D;,
(

£>

dt

J

This and (2.19) lead to estimates for the initial data U(J}p+h-i(Q9 j)
dU(i} +h l
— ~& ~ (Q3 j) of the equation (2.11), and so, applying Proposition 3
c/r

with 1 = 2 to (2.11), we get
(3.5)

| £?£;[/_,+*_!(;, 7)|

Quite similarly, since (3.4) contains the estimate for the initial data
F(Jl+h(0, j) of the equation (2.13), Proposition 3 with I — I yields that
(3.6)

\D«t

Consequently, if we take for B a constant so that j5>23£', from (3.4),
(3.5) and (3.6) we see that (P0), ((?o) and (J0) are valid. Now, we assume that (Pa), (^*)

an

d (/*) have already been proved for k = Q, 1, • • - , k.

We wish to assert that (P^i), (^*+i) and (/&+i) are also valid.
We first consider (/*+i).
We recall that U(^p+h+k+l(Q, y),

-

(2.24).

j j) and — ~^+h+k-(Q,> j) are expressed in the similar form
c/ r
Let us apply the inductive hypothesis and Proposition 1 to the

terms in the right hand side of (2.24) with k replaced by k+1, then we
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get
ID:; {the right hand side of (2.24) with k replaced by k+\}\
li

m-2

Z Z,

where Ma are some constants that are derived from the coefficients of W,a.
Setting
r

/i

1-

3 =1

h

(9r'}p3+2

m-2

l

*

m

~1

d=Max i, Z M*+ S SM<^^Tr-+ E E
j =l p j = Q

3

PJ

j = lpj=Q

that gives a constant independent of &3 the above inequality becomes
Dy{the right hand side of (2.24) with k replaced by k+l}\

so we get the estimates

for

U™p+h+k+l(Q, j),

F^ +A+A+1 (0, y) and

TT(i)
u

-p+h+k + l

(o, j)

(3.7)

P1"

Next, let us go to estimates for U(^p+h+k(t, j) and V(J}p+h+k(t, j).
In order to estimate U(2}p+h+k(t, j), we split U(^p+h+k in a sum
ITU)
T T ( i ) _\_ J J ( i )
-p+h + k— u-p+h+k\ u-p+k-rk

u

where U(lp+h+k is the solution of the equation
(3.8)
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with zero initial data, and U(^p+h+k is defined by the solution of the equation
(3.9)
*
+
with the initial conditions U(J}p+h+k(Q, y), — "**
g *(°* j).

timated by applying Proposition 2 to (3.8).
estimate the right hand side of (3.8).

-^E/^ +/k+ * is es-

In order to do so, we must

From the inductive hypothesis and

Proposition 1, it follows that

for

where La
m-3

|

are some constants depending only on 3?a.

If we put

^

^2= Z La-^^K(l)a+1(2r)a+s
«=o
P
equality reduces to

that is independent of A, the above in-

This makes it possible to apply Proposition 2 to (3.8) and so we get
(3.10)
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The initial data 17^+^(0, j),

in the equation (3.9) have been already estimated by (/*) and (3.7);

P'"
Hence, an application of Proposition 3 to (3.9) leads immediately to
(3.11)

\D"yD1U^^k(t, y)\

,(2r|
Since f/^ + A + ,= f / ^

+

^ , + / ! , adding (3.10) and (3.11), we have

(3.12)

X-

By quite the same procedure as U^}p+h+k, we can estimate V(2p+h+k+l.
Namely, we set

where V(J}p+h+k+1 is the solution of the equation

(3.13)
with zero initial data, and V(lp+h+k+l is denned by the solution of the
equation

(3.u)
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with initial data Fyj +A+i+1 (0, j).
by

,a + 2

The right hand side of (3.13) is bounded

-lvl+q+a+ 2

x exp (r \t |

If we put
m-2

f~\(i + a + 2

that is independent of &, the above inequality reduces to

(r I

Therefore, applying Proposition 2 to (3.13), we get
(3.15)

~~

Next, by (3.7) we have
_

This allows us to apply Proposition 3 to (3.14), and so we get

(3.16)

\D«
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Adding (3.15) and (3.16), we find that
(3.17)

\D«D;V^p+ll+k+l(t, y)\

Consequently, if we choose for B a constant such that
), 2(C3K(l) +
we can conclude from (3.7), (3.12) and (3.17) that (/Vi), ((?*+i) and
(Ik+i) remain also valid. Thus, we have completed our induction.
What remains is to prove the exactness of the formal solution (2.4).
This follows immediately from the estimates (P&) and (Qk)>
(

Indeed, (P&)

( }

and (Qk) lead to the estimates for u -p+h+k+l(x} and v J p+h+k(x) as follows:

for fc>0 and \x
(3.18)

<d,

| vWp+hM \ < ABk+1(r + k}\ exp

In order to prove the exactness of (2.4), we see easily that it is sufficient
to discuss on convergence of series

y
Zj

LI

uk

In view of (3.18), we can estimate its general term by
I xo(0

I k

k\
Therefore, the above series converges uniformly on a neighborhood
f. CM
1 1
1'^ ' ^jBKTffil °^ ^ = 0- Tk*s completes the proof of our theorem in
the case where the initial data have at most poles.
The proof of our theorem in the case where at least one of the initial
data has essential singularity is quite parallel to that of Q2] and so we
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shall not repeat it.

§ 4.

A Remark on the Existence Domain of the Solution

In Q2J and the theorem in this paper, we showed that, under the
conditions imposed there, the solution of the Cauchy problem (1.1) can be
analytically continued to a neighborhood of x = 0 except on at most m
characteristic surfaces, or its covering space.

In this section, we shall give

an example that the existence domain of the solution is more restricted.
We consider the Cauchy problem

'' ux- vxvx

:

°

(4.1)

d2

d2

We have already noted that this operator K—^ — ^—^—
condition (A).

does not satisfy

Surfaces 4x2(x3 + c) — x\ = 0 (c: arbitrary constant) and

#2 — 0 are simple characteristic surfaces for this operator issuing from
xi = x2 = Q and touch one another.
35= |#; \x <~2~>

(£=*;

Let
x\ — 4:x2x3\ <4| x2\ r

\x <~, \x%

\x\ —
We shall show that by giving suitable initial data wi(x'), wz(xr\ we can
find the solution that is holomorphic in 35, but cannot be analytically
continued to Gf.
At first we note that (4.1) has the solution
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with initial data

2GO = 0

,

where d and c are constants.
Let Z be one dimensional complex plane with coordinate c, and
{cn}n=i,z,... be a countable dense set on the unit circle {cEZ; |c|=l} in
Z. As is easily seen, we can construct successively disks Dn ( | c |<>K, r w fl) 5
points f w ( | £n | < 1) on Z and positive constants dn as follows

(i)

(ii)
(4.2)

(

\cn — c\

2n

and
,=•!

k

This is possible, indeed let us put ck = e'l(pk (k=l,
then we may choose r (<1) such that

n-i

Now, let
1 1 ^ 1

then

-

~

^ 1 — 4^2^3

— Sn\

I

2, • • - , n) and
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With cn and Sn in (4.2), we put

Since 4x2(x3 + cn) — xl = 4x2(cn — c) on 4ff 2 (#3 + c) — f f ? = 05 we have by
(4.2)

1

on

This means that u(x) is holomorphic in 3).
Next, we want to show that u(#) cannot be analytically continued
beyond S3. Let us take any point C on 33 and c be the point on the unit
circle which corresponds to x = C by c =

1

.-

.

Then, we can

choose a sequence {cHk} and {£nk} in (4.2) with cnic-+c and f Wfc -»c 8

Let

us take the points ynk on the surfaces 4^ 2 (^3 + ^A) — #? = 0 such that
iK->C (ra*->°°).

In fact, if C = G*, & r)> we may put ^ = (a, j9f» 4 , r)

Now, since we have

in view of (4.2) we get

This means that u(x) cannot be continued beyond S3.
Consequently, we see that the Cauchy problem (4.1) with initial data
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has the solution in the form

which is holomorphic in ®, but cannot be analytically continued to 6r.
In the same way, when the initial data have essential singularities,
we can find the solution that is holomorphic in ®, but cannot be continued
to Gf. In fact, since (4.1) has the solution in the form
4(*3

+C)

*

by choosing suitable sequences {cn} ( | cn \ = 1), {Sn} (dn > 0) and {mn}
(mn: integers >0), we can find the solution of (4.1) satisfying the above
conditions in the form

with initial data
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